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Dear subscriber,
please note that, in addition to the ETF portfolios, I continue to describe (below portfolio performance) the
practical implementation of two strategic possibilities to use the Meta Strategy with derivative instruments.

Portfolio changes

Defensive ETF portfolio no portfolio changes

Aggressive ETF portfolio no portfolio changes

Background

The Meta Strategy uses systematic fundamental and technical inputs to gradually rotate a portfolio
between different asset classes according to market conditions. It is invested in stocks by default,
because they return more than other financial assets (for example bonds, real estate or commodities) over
the long term. A traffic light model, that judges the health of the economy and the stock market,
determines how much of the portfolio is allocated to these risky assets and when to move to safe or
alternative assets to protect against the risk of large losses.

Find out more details about the Meta Strategy here.
 
I run two model portfolios suited either for normal or for aggressive investors. Both portfolios use the same
signals, but invest in different exchange traded funds (ETF) that cover broad markets. 

Defensive ETF portfolio
characteristics

long only

Aggressive ETF portfolio
characteristics

leveraged long and short

https://systematicindividualinvestor.com/newsletter-archive-etf-model-portfolios/
https://systematicindividualinvestor.com/2019/02/18/the-meta-strategy-for-dummies/


The defensive portfolio aims to earn the same returns as the stock market, but with only half the maximum
losses from the peaks over the long term.
The aggressive portfolio, for investors who can stomach the risk of drawdowns as high as we have seen
in the stock market in the past as well as higher short-term fluctuations, aims for returns that beat the
stock market over the long term. 
Using leveraged ETF will magnify the daily move of the underlying index by the leverage factor. Short (or
inverse) ETF will return the opposite of the index every day - this causes a rise in the value of the fund in a
falling market and allows us to profit in prolonged bear markets.

Scroll down to the bottom of the newsletter to see the returns of the model portfolios since inception and a
historical performance backtest.

Current indicator status
What does the current market environment tell us?

Fundamental indicators yellow correction warning since January 2019  

Technical indicators golden cross entry triggered on April 3rd 2019

Systematic indicators based on the price of the the US stock market and the state of the US economy, as
the dominant driver of asset prices worldwide, define my assessment of the market environment.
Look here for detailed rules on how these indicators are used to generate the current status. (a password
for access to exclusive content was sent to you when you subscribed to this service).

Thoughts on the market environment

During the month of September, even though it started out with a strong rally in equity markets, investor
anxiety stayed high with warnings of a looming US recession still dominating the news. However, when
I scrutinize my main fundamental indicators, I see stable or improving data throughout. The only
measurement that keeps a moderate fundamental warning signal in place is the inversion of the US
treasury yield curve. Technically the S&P 500 trades well above its long term trend (275-day moving
average) and volatility is moderate with the VIX Term Structure signaling clear sailing ahead.

Let´s dive into some details of recent fundamental data in the financial news and how
different indicators play a role in our model for this month´s issue:

Parts of the treasury yield curve (e.g. 10-year - 2-year) un-inverted this month after a brief dip into
inversion territory. The indicator is sending mixed messages as a decisive inversion - not just a short dip -
of this part of the curve has signaled every recession since 1980 well in advance in the past and usually
before the 10-year - 3-month inversion, which is used in our model and has been in inversion territory for
several weeks now. Historically a 10-year - 2-year inversion had considerable lead time and average
gains of 15% over 18 months followed before the equity market finally topped.

The weakest (and worsening) part of the economy is manfacturing, heavily influenced by the ongoing
trade war. Numbers across the globe have dropped heavily and finally reached contraction territory in the

https://systematicindividualinvestor.com/2019/03/12/the-meta-strategy-rules-indicators-and-etf-portfolios/


US as in many other countries worldwide - this drop seems to have been the main reason behind the most
recent swift sell-off. 
Historically this usually happened either deep into a recession or as a false signal towards the end of a
larger correction period. The correlation of manufacturing data and forward stock returns has not been
able to show a clear warning signal before bear markets - therefore I do not use the data as an indicator in
the Meta Strategy model. 

Several stats around the US housing market posted new highs for this economic cycle. Historically 24
months pass on average for equity markets to peak after housing tops. This lead time varies widely and a
fair number of false signals occurred in the past, which causes me to monitor this indicator for a general
background on the trajectory of the US economy (positive at the moment), but not as part of the model.

Retail sales continue to march upwards strongly throughout 2019 after a temporary dip at the end of 2018
- retail sales is one of the most sensitive and best early indicators I monitor in my model and it has never
failed to signal a recession since the 1950s. On the contrary it often shows temporary slowdowns in the
economy, that coincide with medium sized corrections, but fail to lead to an outright recession.

Finally the US unemployment rate fell to new decade lows. A rising trend in the unemployment rate has
never failed to signal a recessionary bear market since 1950 with very few false positives and two
measures of employment are at the core of the Meta Strategy model. 

As long as these core hard data points are solid probabilities speak for a continuation of economic growth
rather than a contraction. Corrections in equity prices are more likely to lead to continuing new highs than
to deteriorate into a recessionary bear market at this moment. Until this changes the Meta Strategy
portfolios stay invested accordingly.

Here you can find the comprehensive list of fundamental indicators used in the Mete Strategy model,
including charts showing their historic warning signals.

Finally some thoughts on sentiment in the current environment:

Negative sentiment prevails as many investors believe that we are in or at the brink of a crisis, even while
most economic data (apart from manufacturing) is recovering from end of 2018 weakness. Normally bull
markets fizzle out into euphoria, when nobody worries about anything except for missing out on gains.
Today, on the contrary, wealth managers, hedge funds and retail investors preemptively reduce exposure
to stocks to an uncommonly large degree, while more than 75% of analysts predict a US recession in
2020. Such high consensus turns out to be wrong more often than right - rarely is a market top correctly
predicted by a majority of investors. If widespread under-investment in equities should meet improving
sentiment and rising stock prices, this could lead to an avalanche of money pouring into stocks in a
positive feedback loop and trigger the missing euphoric blow off typical for the end of a long bull market.
 

https://systematicindividualinvestor.com/2019/02/06/building-a-meta-strategy-using-fundamental-indicators/


Current asset class selection

Asset Class Portfolio allocation

Risky assets: stocks 50% US stocks & 50% EU stocks

Safe assets: bonds 0%

Alternative assets: commodities 0%

Cash 0%

Aggressive assets: short stocks 0% (aggressive portfolio only)

Why did I select these asset classes?

The S&P 500 and Euro Stoxx 50 signaled a new high probability entry, a golden cross (60-day moving
average crossed above 275-day moving average) on April 3rd 2019 with the S&P 500 at 2870. I selected
US and European stocks in equal weighting, because both show similar recent momentum - Europe has
now taken the lead after years of underperformance versus the US. Valuations in Europe are lower and
some diversification is added to the portfolio. For European investors mitigating currency risks is an
additional advantage.

The best case would be that this allocation will stay unchanged for a long time as this is the best
market environment to be in. Not doing anything may seem boring, but most of the time, it is the best
course of action. 
The market consensus calls for a US recession in 2020 or early 2021 and I´m prepared to take action, but
only if economic fundamentals and stock prices confirm a beginning bear market. It is usually better to be
late than early as market moves can last much longer than anyone expects and predictions are often
unreliable - I concentrate on analyzing the current market environment. A parabolic melt-up in stock prices
combined with euphoric sentiment may be another reason to reduce or hedge some of my equity
exposure - for example to switch from the aggressive to the defensive ETF portfolio.

Find the systematic rules governing the asset allocation in the model portfolios here.

Current portfolio

Defensive ETF portfolio 50% US stocks, 50% European stocks

Aggressive ETF portfolio
50% 2x leveraged US stocks, 50% 2x leveraged
European stocks

The percentage numbers describe the invested portion of the capital that is allocated to the model
portfolio as a whole.

https://systematicindividualinvestor.com/2019/03/12/the-meta-strategy-rules-indicators-and-etf-portfolios/


List of ETF

Current regulations prohibit Eurozone investors from buying US based exchange traded funds (ETF), but
they can choose EU equivalents. Several choices are usually available and I only list one possibility here.
Best practice is to select the cheapest, most liquid ETF available. 

US ETF
S&P500: SPY or SSO (2x leveraged)
Euro STOXX 50: FEZ or FFEU (2x leveraged)

EU ETF

S&P500: iShares Core S&P 500, IUSA, ISIN IE0031442068 or
Xtrackers S&P 500 2x Leveraged Daily Swap, DBPG; ISIN
LU0411078552 (2x leveraged),
Euro STOXX 50: Invesco Markets plc-EURO STOXX 50, SC0D, ISIN
IE00B60SWX25 or
Lyxor EURO STOXX 50 Daily (2x) Leveraged, LVE, ISIN
FR0010468983 (2x leveraged)

Portfolio performance

Monthly returns of the two model portfolios are tracked in real time since January 2019 (this is not a
backtest). I invest my own money in the aggressive ETF portfolio.
New positions are entered at the daily closing price one day after the newsletter´s publication. The usual
publication date is the 5th of each month, but exits may be triggered intra-month and are communicated
via irregular newsletter updates.

Portfolio performance assumes no commissions which is realistic for some US discount brokers.
Transaction costs are higher at EU brokers and traditional banks.
The model portfolios are not currency hedged. We use US ETF to track performance in US$. Depending
on the investor´s location currency fluctuations have an impact, that tends to equal out over time. 

Further outlook: possibilities to use the Meta Strategy framework with
different trading strategies

The Meta Strategy framework is very versatile and can be used to allocate capital to individual trading
strategies rather than broad market index ETF - this has the potential to enhance performance or to hedge
some of the portfolio volatility. Here I describe the practical implementation of strategies, that use



derivatives like options and futures, that I trade in my own portfolio including their real time returns. 
Further details on different trading strategies can be found on my blog.

As the most basic building block I allocate 60% of my capital to the Meta Strategy Aggressive ETF
Portfolio over a long-term time horizon - exactly as described in this newsletter. The remaining 40% of
resources are put to work in two opposing strategies, changing exposure gradually through intermediate
market swings (lasting one to eight weeks): short volatility strategies and strategic hedging through
covered call writing. 

You can find an in-depth strategy description in this article.

In the end of September a quick pull-back hit the un-hedged portfolio - the first hedge position was due to
be entered at the previous high which was never quite reached. Some short volatility positions reached
their profit target however and the derivative portfolio managed to outperform the passive ETF allocation
overall.

Current status: portfolio exposure = neutral; with frequent changes occurring at the moment (this monthly
update only gives you an idea how this plays out and is not sufficient to follow the Derivatives Portfolio
step by step).

Back to some additional information for the Meta Strategy ETF portfolios:

Position history

Date Defensive Portfolio Aggressive Portfolio
06.01.19 cash cash
06.02.19 cash cash
06.03.19 bonds, gold bonds, gold
06.04.19 US stocks, gold 2x leveraged US stocks, gold

06.05.19 US stocks, EU stocks
2x leveraged US stocks, 2x leveraged

EU stocks

06.06.19 US stocks, EU stocks
2x leveraged US stocks, 2x leveraged

EU stocks

06.07.19 US stocks, EU stocks
2x leveraged US stocks, 2x leveraged

EU stocks

06.08.19 US stocks, EU stocks
2x leveraged US stocks, 2x leveraged

EU stocks

06.09.19 US stocks, EU stocks
2x leveraged US stocks, 2x leveraged

EU stocks

06.10.19 US stocks, EU stocks
2x leveraged US stocks, 2x leveraged

EU stocks

https://systematicindividualinvestor.com/category/investment-strategies/
https://systematicindividualinvestor.com/2019/07/25/profiting-from-intermediate-market-swings/


Historical performance backtest

A 15-year backtest (06-2003 to 12-2018) of the Meta Strategy Defensive (red) and Aggressive (blue) ETF
Portfolios shows the advantages over buy-and-hold portfolios distinctly: Losses in the worst bear markets
were reduced, while overall returns were improved in the defensive ETF portfolio. The defensive strategy
earned about 1% more annually than an investment in the S&P 500 (grey) and the ride was a lot
smoother, avoiding the sleepless nights of 2008/09.

These lower drawdowns make a responsible use of leveraged and inverse ETF possible. The aggressive
strategy (blue) more than doubled the annual return of an investment in the S&P 500 with fewer than two
allocation changes per year on average – 16,70% vs 6,73% annually leading to 3,6x more money earned
over the 15 year period (not including dividends or transaction costs). 
For comparison I included the performance of a buy and hold investment in a 2x leveraged S&P 500 ETF
(green). Here the lethal properties of untamed leverage become apparent: a 83% drawdown in 2008/09,
but an outperformance over the S&P 500 over the whole period nonetheless.

Investors seeking a different return / risk profile from the model portfolios can simply mix them with a safe,
short-duration treasury bond ETF. 
For example, the Meta Strategy Defensive ETF portfolio can be expected to lose around 25% from its
highs occasionally (in extreme circumstances, e.g. the crash of 1987, losses might even be worse) - half
the maximum drawdown of the stock market. Investing only half of the available capital in the portfolio will
bring the expected maximum drawdown down to around 12,5%, but can be expected to yield only half the
return of the stock market. The same principle works to dilute the Meta Strategy Aggressive ETF portfolio
to yield returns and drawdowns between the defensive and the aggressive portfolios.

Backtested results are hypothetical and NOT an indicator of future performance.



Disclaimer

This letter is a description of my own investment approach and ideas and I personally invest in the
aggressive ETF portfolio. The content of this letter is for entertainment purposes only and not meant to
be investment advice to others.

I am not an investment advisor and I do not provide individual investment advice. None of the ideas in
this letter are meant to be construed as professional financial advice.

Your investment decisions are solely your own responsibility and I am not legally or financially
responsible for any losses you may incur from reading or using the content on this letter.

All backtested results are hypothetical and NOT an indicator of future performance.
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